15TH
ISSF CHAMPIONSHIP ORGANIZERS WORKSHOP
MUNICH 2017

IMPORTANT WORKSHOP MESSAGES
• The ISSF is once again providing $10,000 grants to WC organizers.
• **General Information** must communicate visa and arms permit rules more effectively.
• **Download Workshop Presentations**: Distribute to key staff.
• Gender equity covers more than athletes: OCs need gender equity among NTOs.
• **Pay attention to details**: Presentations were complex; find function chiefs who can master and apply the details.
• **Communications** are 20% spoken and 80% body language.
• **Paperless competitions** are the future—we need to find ways to do this well.
• **Finals Range FOP “look and feel”** is important -- 900 million people are watching.
• **Target Sprint** brought shooting to the people—we need more Target Sprint competitions.
• **2017 Internet service** was generally excellent—please continue this success!
• Make the **Athletes’ and Coaches’ recommendations** available to your key staff.
• Prepare **Victory Ceremonies** precisely—have a well-rehearsed VC team.
• Championship success starts with the **Schedule**.
• The new **Mixed Team Rules are ready** for OCs to use.
• Rifle-Pistol Organizers: Take good care of your electronic targets (**Sius Maintenance Course**).
• **World Shooting Para Sport** is growing and seeking integrated competitions.
• **ISSF TV** made 94 days of 2017 productions that reached an audience of 450M.
• Diverse, professional **ISSF Communications** had a global reach of 400-500M in 2017.
• A **well-run shooting range** is analogous to a precision time-piece.
• Shotgun Organizers: If you don’t have a great trap mechanic, hire one—**range equipment must work perfectly**.
• **Being a great Shooting Judge** is much more than knowing the rules—the real test comes in how the rules are applied.

• Venue Planning – the ISSF has new **Venue Planning Guide** that will soon be available.

• Financial Planning – **good financial management** is part of good competition management.

• A key to improving Championships is **learning from our issues and incidents**.

• **Equipment Control** – we cannot go back, but we can get better

• Anti-Doping – thank you to the TDs and Organizers for supporting doping control

• Let’s all plan to meet in Changwon at the 52nd WCH

THANK YOU TO ALL ORGANZERS
THANK YOU TO ALL PRESENTERS